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ABSTRACT Multithreshold segmentation of color images is an important part of modern image processing.

Multithreshold segmentation techniques that use the ideas of optimization in mathematics to process

the information contained in the three channels of RGB images have received much attention in recent

years. In this paper, a hybrid algorithm of multiverse optimization algorithm with a gravitational search

algorithm (GSMVO) is proposed. On the one hand, the gravitational mechanism among individuals in the

universe enables particles to share information and move toward particles with large mass (the optimal

solution), thus optimizing local optimization. On the other hand, the problem of a slow interpopulation

update is improved. On the premise of improving the optimization precision, the convergence speed of

the whole system is accelerated and the robustness can be improved. The time complexity of a proposed

hybrid algorithm is analyzed. The quality of a segmented image is evaluated by using peak signal-to-noise

ratio (PSNR), feature similarity index (FSIM), structural similarity index (SSIM), and Wilcoxon test. The

experimental results illustrate that the proposed method has obvious advantages in objective function value,

image quality measurement, convergence performance, and robustness.

INDEX TERMS Multiverse optimization algorithm, gravitational search algorithm, multithreshold segmen-

tation, Kapur’s entropy, Otsu method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image analysis, target recognition, computer vision andmany

other fields have been in the state of hot development. Image

segmentation is the preprocessing stage of these higher-level

processing [1], [2]. Accurate segmentation technology deter-

mines the performance of higher level processing system,

therefore it is particularly important to obtain a high quality

result of image segmentation. Image segmentation refers to

the process of dividing digital images into multiple image

sub-regions with respect of unique characteristics. More pre-

cisely speaking, image segmentation is a process of tagging

each pixel in the image, which makes pixels with the same

label have some common visual characteristics [3].

The existing image segmentation methods are mainly

divided into the following categories: threshold segmenta-

tion, region growth, region division and merging, watershed
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FIGURE 1. Back hole, white hole, and wormhole [39], [40].

algorithm, edge detection, histogram method, cluster anal-

ysis, wavelet transform, etc. Threshold segmentation is one

of the most widely used methods, which can be divided into

bi-level threshold and multilevel threshold [4], [5]. Bi-level

threshold is the simplest segmentation method, as long as

one gray value can be determined to divide the image into

two regions of interest(ROI) [6]. In actual image processing,

color images contain more than two ROI, so only multilevel

threshold methods can be adopted. The pixels are divided

into groups, and within each group, the pixels have intensity

values within a specific range.
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FIGURE 2. WEP versus TDP.

TABLE 1. The Pseudocode of the proposed local update method.

FIGURE 3. Universal gravitation [32].

Sezgin et al. divided the image threshold into six groups

according to information. These methods include histogram

based method, clustering based method, entropy based

method, object attribute based method, spatial method and

localmethod [7]. Histogram basedmethod and entropy based

method are simple and widely used. Otsu method is based

on the representation of histogram method. Each rectangle

in the histogram represents each pixel gray cluster, and

the segmentation threshold is obtained by calculating the

maximum between-cluster variance of each pixel gray clus-

TABLE 2. The Pseudo-code of the proposed multilevel threshold method.

ter [8].The higher the between-class variance is, the better

the segmentation effect will be. Kapur entropy is one of the

more commonly used entropy based methods. In the image,

the uniform region corresponds to the minimum entropy,

while the non-uniform region defines the maximum entropy.

Therefore, a better segmentation effect can be obtained by

obtaining a larger entropy of the segmented image [9].

Different entropy based methods, such as fuzzy

entropy [10], [11], cross entropy [12], [13], Tsallis

entropy [14], Renyi entropy [15], Shannon entropy [16],

were proposed successively.

As the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem for optimization

was proposed [17], people realized the openness of the

research field of optimization algorithm. There is no ideal

meta-heuristic algorithm for all optimization problems, and

new or existing algorithms are superior to other algorithms

for specific optimization problem sets. Algorithms could

solve different domain problems through improvement and
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TABLE 3. Parameters of the compared algorithms.

adjustment, so the combination of image segmentation and

swarm intelligence algorithm became inevitable. There a

multilevel threshold quantum behaved particle swarm opti-

mization algorithm(PSO) based on Otsu function is pro-

posed [18]. Using firefly algorithm (FA) to solve optimal

multilevel image thresholding based on Otsu [19]. Multi-

level image thresholding using Otsu and chaotic bat algo-

rithm (BA) was promoted [20]. A hybridization of genetic

algorithms and cross entropy methods (GACE) was proposed

for solving continuous optimization [21]. An improved fuzzy

entropy and Levy flying firefly algorithm (FA)method is used

for color image threshold segmentation [22]. By maximizing

Shannon entropy or fuzzy entropy the firefly algorithm (FA)

is utilized to image segmentation [23].

MVO was proposed by S. Mirjalili in 2015 and also used

to solve practical engineering optimization problems, such as

pressure cylinder design, wheel design, and welding beam

design [24]. It originated from the fact that the universe

has an inflation rate. White holes have a higher inflation

rate and black holes have a lower inflation rate. Regardless

FIGURE 4. The GSMVO algorithm flow chart.

of the inflation rate of matter in the universe, all matter

in the universe will move randomly through the wormhole

to reach the optimal location of universe. In 2016, by uti-

lizing multiverse optimization algorithm, S. Harminder et al.

solved the problem of economic load scheduling (ELD) [25].

Hybrid MVO and PSO algorithm was presented to solved

global numerical optimization and reactive optimization

scheduling problem by Jangir et al. [26]. H. Faris et al.

solved the feedforward neural network problem of training

by using MVO algorithm [27]. In 2017, H. Faris et al. pro-

posed a multiverse optimization method based on robust sys-

tem architecture feature selection and optimization of SVM

parameters [28]. Compared with the traditional algorithm,

MVO algorithm has better performance, but there is no infor-

mation exchange between its particles, so it has the problems
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TABLE 4. The average CPU time of each algorithm under Kapur.

of slow convergence, low accuracy, unstable system and easy

to be trapped in the local optimal problem.

With more and more new algorithms proposed, it can be

seen that some pure algorithms will have certain ranges of

application [29]. Therefore, hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm

is proposed. In order to balance the two conflicting stan-

dards of diversification of search space and enhancement

of the optimal solution found, a mixed model algorithm -

memetic algorithm was generated [29]. In 2002, E.G. Talbi

published an article about a taxonomy of hybrid metaheuris-

tics [30]. E.A. Baniani proposed a hybrid particle swarm

optimization (PSO) algorithm and a genetic algorithm (GA)

in 2013 for multi-level maximum entropy criterion thresh-

old selection [31]. A hybrid whale algorithm and simulated

annealing optimization algorithm have been applied to fea-

ture selection in 2017 [29]. In this study, we aim to construct

a new hybrid algorithm using the recently proposedMVO and

gravitational search algorithm (GSA) to solve the problem of

multithreshold image segmentation.

The GSA is a meta-algorithm based on the concept of

Newtonian gravity. Compared with traditional meta-heuristic

algorithms, it performs better in searching for solutions of

nonlinear functions in multidimensional space [32], [6]. The

local part of GSA updates through Newton’s law of gravity,

and gradually develops the search space through the law of

motion. Optimizes it under the condition of ensuring infor-

mation exchange between particles. GSA converges fast but

is easily in the local optimal, and the accuracy of the solution

is poor [33], [34]. In this regard, the partial idea of GSA can

be introduced into MVO, then the combination of the roulette

mechanism in MVO is a global optimization, and the fusion

of the algorithm is finally implemented.

Hybrid with GSA is helpful to obtain a better balance

between the exploration and exploitation of algorithms,

and has advantage in speeding up local update, improving

the accuracy of local optimization. Therefore, this paper

proposes an improved version of MVO based on GSA,

called GSMVO, which aims to improve the convergence

speed and accuracy of traditional MVO. On this basis,

combining the Otsu and Kapur’s entropy, the multithresh-

old segmentation of color images is realized. By analyz-

ing and evaluating the image quality after segmentation,

the performance of improved algorithm is evaluated. The

rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II briefly

introduces the basic principles of multithreshold segmenta-

tion Kapur’s entropy and Otsu. Traditional MVO and GSA

are described in section III and IV. In section V, the proposed

hybrid GSMVO algorithm is introduced. In order to prove

the superior performance of GSMVO, in section VI, various

experimental results, discussion and analysis of image seg-

mentation are given. Section VII, the last section, gives the

final conclusion.
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TABLE 5. The average CPU time of each algorithm under Otsu.

II. MULTILEVEL THRESHOLDING

This section reviews two traditional thresholding techniques

as follows.

Kapur et al. (1985) assumed that there are two different

sources in the given images, one is target the other is back-

ground. If the image can be represented by its grey histogram,

thresholds subdivide it into different classes. Then by maxi-

mizing the entropy of classes, the optimal thresholds will be

found which are going to correspond to the each maximum

objective function.

Otsu. (1979) supposed there are a series of pixel

gray clusters within the grey histogram. Calculating the

between-cluster variance of the each pixel gray cluster,

themaximum result is themaximum objective function value.

Assuming that an image has L gray value [0, 1, · · · ,L − 1],

let ni represent the number of pixels with gray value of i

in the image. Correspondingly, the total number of pixels is

N = n0 + n1 + . . .+ nL−1, and the distribution probability pi
of the ith gray value is indicated as:

pi = ni/N (1)

Which pi ≥ 0, and
L−1∑
0

pi = 1. Suppose there are K

thresholds, then t1, t2, · · · , tK can divide the gray levels of

the given image into K+1 classes. Define different classes as:

[0, t1 − 1] ∈ M0, [t1, t2 − 1] ∈ M1, . . . , [tK ,L − 1] ∈ MK ,

where t1 < t2 < . . . < tK . Then t0 = 0 and tK+1 = L.

A. KAPUR’S ENTROPY METHOD

The Kapur’s entropy criterion method proposes the con-

cept of entropy, and the entropy of the image can be

represented as:

Hn = −

L−1∑

i=0

pi ln pi (2)

For image segmentation of K thresholds, the objective

function is defined as:

ψ (t1, t2, · · · , tK ) = −

t1−1∑

i=0

pi

P0
ln
pi

P0

−

t2−1∑

i=t1

pi

P1
ln
pi

P1
− · · · −

L−1∑

i=tK

pi

PK
ln

pi

PK

(3)

where

Pj =
∑

i∈Mj

pi, j = 0, 1, · · · ,K (4)

Represent the probabilities of each class in the seg-

mented classes M1,M2, . . . ,MK , respectively. And the opti-

mal threshold
{
t∗1 , t

∗
2 , · · · , t

∗
K

}
is defined as follows:
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TABLE 6. The optimal fitness value of each algorithm under Kapur.

{
t∗1 , t

∗
2 , · · · , t

∗
K

}
= argmax

0<t1<t2···<tK<L−1

(ψ (t1, t2, · · · , tK ))

(5)

B. Otsu METHOD

In the past decades, the Otsu’s between class variance method

has been known for its unsupervised automatic threshold

selection technology.

Respectively provides that the class probabilities ωk , the

class mean levels µk and the total mean level µT are

expressed by (6), (7) and (8).

ωk =

tk+1−1∑

j=tk

Pj (6)

µk =

tk+1−1∑

j=tk

jPj

ωj
(7)

µT =

L−1∑

j=0

jPj (8)

Then the objective function can be mathematical described

by:

Fit =

K∑

k=0

ωk (µk − µT )
2 (9)

Which the definition of the optimal threshold of Otsu is as

follows:

(
t∗1 , t

∗
2 , . . . , t

∗
K

)
= argmax

0<t1<t2···<tK<L−1

(Fit (t1, t2, . . . , tK ))

(10)

III. MULTIVERSE OPTIMIZATION

A. BASIC CONCEPTS

MVO is inspired by the big bang and quantum mechan-

ics [35], [36]. In the standard MVO algorithm we treat

each universe as a possible solution vector, and an object

in the universe as a variable in the corresponding solution

vector. Just as the concept of universe, every possible solu-

tion has its own inflation rate which refers to the fitness

function of solution. There are four rules during the entire

optimization:

1. Black holes [37]: In a universe with a lower inflation

rate, the black holes tend to receive more objects through in.

2. White holes [38]: Behave completely in contrast to

black wholes, the white holes tend to send objects throughout

in a universe with a higher inflation rate.

3. Wormholes [39]: Also known as ‘‘grey lanes’’, which

connect black holes to white holes. Randomly, it can send

objects from the universe to the best without being limited by

the inflation rate.
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TABLE 7. The optimal fitness value of each algorithm under Otsu.

4. The rate of expansion is the inflation rate of universe,

which is various among universes [40]. In each iteration,

the universe is sorted according to the value of inflation

rate and the white hole realizes through the roulette wheel

mechanism.

Therefore, by following these rules, objects can move from

a universe with high inflation to one with low inflation,

thus ensuring an increase in average inflation and achieve

a stable state. Fig 1. enumerates these three main components

of the multiverse theory, respectively.

B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Assuming that

U =




x11 x21 · · · xd1
x12 x22 · · · xd2
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

x1n x2n · · · xdn


 (11)

where d is the number of parameters and n is the number of

solutions which is correspond to the universe.

x
j
i =

[
x
j
k r1 < NI (Ui)

x
j
i r1 ≥ NI (Ui)

]
(12)

where x
j
i represents the jth parameter of ith universe,Ui repre-

sents the ith universe, NI (Ui) refers to the standard inflation

rate of the ith universe and x
j
k indicates the jth parame-

ter of kth universe selected by a roulette wheel selection

mechanism.

The position updates in the optimal universe can be

calculated as follows:

x
j
i+1

=





{
x
j
i + TDR×

((
ubj − lbj

)
× r4 + lbj

)
r3 < H

x
j
i − TDR×

((
ubj − lbj

)
× r4 + lbj

)
r3 ≥ H

r2 < WEP

x
j
i r2 ≥ WEP

(13)

where, TDR (Travelling distance rate) is a dynamic parame-

ter, and H is the threshold. Here, we take the empirical value

of H = 0.5, r1, r2, r3, r4 are random numbers in the inter-

val [0,1],x
j
i which represents the current position of optimal

cosmic black hole. During iteration, the optimal position is

updated, constantly. When a new optimal black hole location

x
j
i+1 is generated, the fitness value of x

j
i is compared with that

of x
j
i+1. If the fitness value of x

j
i+1 is better than x

j
i , then, it will

replace the last generation of new black hole individuals. Oth-

erwise, x
j
i will be saved to the next generation. The expression
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FIGURE 5. Original images and RGB three channels.

of WEP is as follows:

WEP = min+l ×

(
max−min

L

)
(14)

where, min and max take the empirical value, min =

0.2,max = 1, l represents the current iteration times, and

L represents the maximum iteration times. The expression of
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FIGURE 5. (Continued.) Original images and RGB three channels.

travel distance rate TDR is as follows:

TDR = 1 −
l1/p

L1/p
(15)

Both TDR and WEP are coefficient and the relationship

between them is shown in Fig 2. Where, p denotes the

accuracy of mining capability. The iteration process of (13)

is applied to the update of optimal particles in universe,

while (12) corresponds to the iterative update of optimal

universe (optimal solution). These two update mechanisms

respectively correspond to local and global optimization and

are triggered by their unique probability factors.NI (U) is the

inflation rate of universe, then it is the optimal fitness function

value in the multithreshold segmentation problem.

IV. THE GRAVITATIONAL SEARCH ALGORITHM

A. BASIC CONCEPTS

GSA is a heuristic optimization algorithm proposed by

Rashedi et al., in 2009. It originates from the swarm intel-

ligence optimization algorithm generated by simulating the

gravity in physics. The principle is that the search parti-

cles are regarded as a group of objects running in space,

and the objects are attracted to each other by the universal

gravitation. The movement of objects follows the laws of

dynamics. The larger the fitness function value is, the larger

the inertial mass will be. Therefore, gravity will urge the

objects to move towards the object with the largest mass, so

as to gradually find the optimal solution to the optimization

problem [41], [42].

B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

During each iteration, the object updates its speed and posi-

tion according to the following formula [32]:

vt+1
i = randi × vti + ati (16)

x t+1
i = x ti + vt+1

i (17)

In the ith agent at iteration t.

Where, vti is velocity which determined by the gravitational

forces exerted by its neighbors according to the law of gravity,

x ti represents the current position, and a
t
i denotes the acceler-

ation. randi is a random number in the interval [0,1].

ati =
F ti
M t
ii

(18)

where F ti indicates the total force which is the sum of all other

agents acting on it, M t
ii is the inertial mass which is updated

based on fitness values:

F ti =

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

randj × F tij, (19)

mi(t) =
fitnessi(t) − worst(t)

best(t) − worst(t)
(20)

Mi(t) =
mi(t)
n∑
j=1

mj(t)

(21)

For a maximization problem, worst(t) and best(t) are

defined as follows:

worst(t) = min
j∈ {1,...,N }

fitj(t) (22)

best(t) = max
j∈ {1,...,N }

fitj(t) (23)

where F tij represents the force acting on agent i from agent j at

iteration t and randj is a random number in the interval [0,1].

F tij is shown as follows:

F tij = G(t)
M t
pi ×M t

aj

Rtij + ε

(
x tj − x ti

)
(24)

Respectively, Mpi is the passive gravitational masses and

Maj is the active gravitational masses. ε is a small con-

stant. G (t) stands for universal gravitation changing with

time. Rtij is the Euclidean distance between two agents

xi and xj:

G(t) = G0 × e−at/T (25)

Rij(t) =
∥∥Xi(t),Xj(t)

∥∥
2

(26)

whereG0 is a constant and the empirical value is 100, a= 20,

t is the current generation, and T is the maximum number of

iterations.

Gravitational search algorithm has a great advantage,

through its gravitational interaction between the object to

realize the optimization of information sharing. No envi-

ronmental factors also can perceive the global information,

guide the group to the optimal solution mining area, rather
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FIGURE 6. The fitness function curves and box charts obtained by GSMVO method.

than the other swarm algorithm (such as ant colony algo-

rithm) by external environment factors are needed to perceive

optimization. The gravity effect between objects is shown

in Fig 3.

V. THE GSMVO ALGORITHM

A. BASIC CONCEPTS

Both MVO and GSA belong to the optimization algorithm

based on physics. In the basic concept, objects in the universe
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TABLE 8. The PSNR of each algorithm under Kapur.

will be affected by the gravitational force. Therefore, the idea

of gravity is added to the process of universe renewal (local

optimization). Let the particles in the universe move towards

the target with higher mass, that is, update to the optimal

solution. The speed of local convergence is accelerated and

the precision of optimization can be improved. In traditional

MVO algorithm, the update of each object in the universe

is just a simple position update without a proper screening

mechanism, and the slow update of the optimal universe

affects the local optimization of the algorithm. For these

reasons, the universe is reformed through GSA, the algorithm

will optimize each universe and improve the ability of local

update. In each iteration, we ranked them according to the

inflation rate of the universe, and selected one of them with a

white hole through a roulette wheel. The discoverymeans that

GSA is helpful for achieving a better balance of exploration

and exploitation in MVO. In the two stages of algorithm:

exploration versus exploitation, the white hole and the black

hole explore the search space which is optimized by GSA,

and the wormhole helps MVO to develop the search space

under the action of roulette wheel.

In this case, the proposed local update method is:

x t+1
i = xbest + vt+1

i (27)

where xbest represents the newly update global optimum.

All the parameters except these few steps are same as the

traditional algorithm. In theory, it is able to find a better

solution than the traditional algorithm.

B. THE PROPOSED GSMVO-BASED MULTILEVEL

THRESHOLDING METHOD

In this paper, the multilevel threshold method based on

GSMVO algorithm is proposed, which takes the Otsu or

Kapur’s entropy as the objective function to find the opti-

mal threshold of image segmentation. The universe repre-

sents search agents, and the threshold denotes the location

of objects. Therefore, according to the number of thresh-

olds, the matter in the universe moves through a wormhole

to change the position vector in a one-dimensional, two-

dimensional, or hyperdimensional space. At the beginning,

randomly initialize the position of the universe. The fitness

of the universe is determined by (3) or (9), match the GSA

and black/white hole with (24) to update the position of the

universe. Then the better position can be obtained by con-

straints such as roulette wheel selection and impulse presence

rate. Iterate through the loop until the maximum number

of iterations is completed. The optimal location of universe

provides the desired threshold. In table 2, the pseudo-code of

proposed multilevel threshold method is given.

C. THE FLOWCHART OF GSMVO (SEE FIGURE 4.)

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the performance of algorithm is evalu-

ated through experiment. First of all, the experimental
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TABLE 9. The PSNR of each algorithm under Otsu.

environment is explained in section A and the compared

algorithm is briefly introduced. The test images and the

parameters of relevant algorithm will be respectively selected

and set in section B. In the section C, six kinds of image

segmentation quality measures are introduced which used

to verify the segmentation performance. Finally, the data of

experimental results are sorted and analyzed in section D,

meanwhile, statistic analysis and convergence performance

are also given.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

All the algorithms in the experiment were run in Matlab

R2017b, and the computer was configured as Intel (R)

Pentium (R) CPU G4560 @3.50 GHz, Microsoft Win-

dows 7 system. Due to the difference in the search strate-

gies and mathematical formulation, all algorithms have

various optimization performance. In order to prove the

superiority of improved algorithm in image segmentation,

a total of seven meta-heuristics algorithms are selected for

comparison experiments. Each of them contains different

characteristics. Including the traditionalMVO algorithm; The

traditional GSA algorithm; An interesting bionic algorithm

named ant lion algorithm (ALO) which can always finds

the maximum in the latest meta-heuristic algorithm [43];

A new complex swarm intelligent optimization technol-

ogy, dragonfly algorithm (DA) [44]; FPA, inspired by

the process of flower pollination of flowering plants in

nature which is simple and requires fewer parameters to

be adjusted [45], [46]; An earlier proposed evolution-

ary algorithm, PSO [47]–[50]; CS which is based on the

brood parasitism of some cuckoo species, along with Levy

flights random walks [51], [52]. The eight algorithms

correspond to four relatively novel algorithms and four

relatively basic algorithms respectively. These comparison

algorithms are representative algorithms of multilevel thresh-

olding, and the algorithm parameters involved are directly

chosen from these references. These references are all the

applications of corresponding algorithms in the field of image

segmentation.

B. PARAMETER SETTING

According to the references of MVO, GSA, ALO, DA, FPA,

PSO, CS the main parameters of all algorithms are set as

shown in table 3. For comparison experiments, control vari-

able method is adopted. Maximum number of iterations of

all algorithms is 500 and the number of population size is 25.

A total of 10 color test images were carefully selected from

the Berkeley Segmentation Data Set and Benchmarks 500

(BSDS500) [53] [54], Starfish, Corn, Tiger, Flower, Tower,

Horse, River, Penguin, Dog and Wolf.

The size of each image is 481 × 321, and both the

original images and three channels of RGB are shown

in Fig 5. The RGB image indicates the approximate num-

ber of thresholds and complexity of the selected image.
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FIGURE 7. The segmentation images obtained by GSMVO-Kapur method.

The optimal threshold search of complex images is closer

to the real search space, which is beneficial to benchmark

the exploration and exploitation of the algorithm at the same

time. In order to have a fair comparison, each algorithm runs

each image 30 times independently. The threshold number of

K includes: K = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12.
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FIGURE 8. The segmentation images obtained by GSMVO-Otsu method.

C. THE TIME COMPLEXITY OF GSMVO ALGORITHM

For an excellent swarm intelligence optimization algorithm,

on the one hand, its performance is required to be bet-

ter, on the other hand, its time complexity is required

to be low. The running time is mainly used to evalu-

ate the fitness value of the population individuals, that is,

the number of iterations needed by the algorithm to find

the optimal solution or approach the optimal solution of
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FIGURE 9. The PSNR obtained by GSMVO-Kapur method.

FIGURE 10. The PSNR obtained by GSMVO-Otsu method.

the problem. Assuming that the optimization problem func-

tion is f(x) and the dimension of the solution space is

d, then according to the description of MVO algorithm

and the operation rule of time complexity symbol O,

the time complexity of MVO is T (MVO) = O(d + f (d)).

GSMVO includes operations to calculate the coefficient of

gravity, inertial mass, the sum of gravity, accelerated velocity,

and basic operations of MVO. According to the detailed

description of these operations above and the operation

rule of the time complexity symbol O, the time complexity

T of each operation can be derived. T(calculating univer-

sal gravitational coefficient operation)=O(1); T(calculating

inertial mass)=O(d+f(d)); T(calculating the sum of the

gravitational forces) =O(d+f(d)); T(calculating acceler-

ation) =O(d+f(d)). Therefore, T(GSMVO)=T(MVO) +

(calculating universal gravitational coefficient operation)+

T(calculating inertial mass) +T(calculating the sum of the

gravitational forces)+T(calculating acceleration). After sim-

plification, the time complexity of the GSMVO algorithm is

also O(d + f (d)), which is of the same order of magnitude as

the time complexity of the MVO algorithm. Indicating that

the time complexity of the GSMVO algorithm is not greatly

improved.

D. IMAGE SEGMENTATION QUALITY

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

(1) In the last part, we roughly deduced that the time com-

plexity of the improved algorithm is the same as that of the

original algorithm throughmathematical formula calculation.

Next, wewill make statistics on the average CPU time (in sec-

onds) of all algorithms through experiments.

Algorithm execution time, the average execution time of

each algorithm running 30 times independently can also

reflect its computational complexity directly. The shorter the
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FIGURE 11. The FSIM obtained by GSMVO-Kapur method.

FIGURE 12. The FSIM obtained by GSMVO-Otsu method.

FIGURE 13. The SSIM obtained by GSMVO-Kapur method.

time, the faster the algorithm.Average CPU time of 10 images

is shown in table 4 and 5 respectively, the shortest time

is marked in bold. With the increase of threshold levels,

the CPU time increases due to the computational complex-

ity of algorithms. However, the update structure of MVO

is more efficient, so the computational amount is less and
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FIGURE 14. The SSIM obtained by GSMVO-Otsu method.

TABLE 10. The SSIM of each algorithm under Kapur.

the computational time is shorter. GSMVO inherits all the

advantages of MVO. Adding GSA mechanism in the local

search process can improve the search efficiency, but rela-

tively increase the running time of the algorithm. In terms of

computing time, put all the statistics together and sort them,

the order of the algorithm is MVO< GSMVO< CS< FPA<

PSO< GSA< DA< ALO. In addition, compared with the

CPU time shown in table 4 and table 5, the Kapur’s entropy

based method is relatively faster than the Otsu based method.

The experimental results show that GSMVO can segment

effectively in a short time under the condition of maintaining

high segmentation accuracy.

(2) Fitness function value of the experiment. The amount of

information contained in the segmented image and the good

or bad segmentation effect depend on the size of the target

function value.
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TABLE 11. The SSIM of each algorithm under Otsu.

TABLE 12. The FSIM of each algorithm under Kapur.

The objective function value can be used as an index

to evaluate the performance of algorithm. Each algorithm

is tested on 10 color images for 30 times. Table 6 and

table 7 show the average value of 30 fitness function values

obtained by GSMVO-Kapur method and the GSMVO-Otsu

method, where the maximum fitness function value is
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TABLE 13. The FSIM of each algorithm under Otsu.

TABLE 14. Average p value of Wilcoxon test after 30 times of operation under Kapur (the data of p>0.05 has been bolded, ‘‘+’’ indicates significant
difference).

TABLE 15. Average p value of Wilcoxon test after 30 times of operation under Otsu (the data of p>0.05 has been bolded, ‘‘+’’ indicates significant
difference).

indicated by bold. As can be seen from these two tables, the

number of running time that the GSMVO-based segmentation

method find the largest objective function value is higher than

other algorithms. Therefore, the proposed multilevel thresh-

old segmentation method based on GSMVO is more accurate

than other algorithms. For smaller thresholds (such as

K = 4, 6), the value of object function obtained by all algo-

rithms is almostly the same. For larger thresholds (such as

K = 8, 10, 12), higher results are obtained. Fig. 7 is the

segmentation image obtained by GSMVO-Kapur method.
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TABLE 16. Optimal solution for GSMVO under Kapur.

Fig. 8 is the segmentation image obtained by GSMVO-Otsu

method. Optimal solution for GSMVO with different thresh-

olds are given in table 16 and 17.

From the convergence curves, the proposed algorithm is

superior to MVO, GSA, ALO, DA, FPA, PSO, and CS

algorithms. Fig. 6 shows the convergence curve of all the

algorithms utilizing Kapur and Otsu methods, respectively.

The value of the y-coordinate represents the value of the

fitness function and the convergence curves at the maximum

threshold (K=12) are selected for comparison. The improved

algorithm is represented by an obvious bright right curve.

According to the curves, the overall performance of improved

algorithm is the best and the approximate optimal solution

can be obtained. ALO is the second best, from (h), (i) of

OTSU and (a), (b), (f), (h) of Kapur in Fig. 6, it can be

seen that ALO algorithm is able to find larger objective

function values than other algorithms. From (g), (h), (j) of

Kapur in Fig. 6 PSO algorithm can also find some larger

objective function values. GSA is prone to fall into local

optimality and thus the optimal fitness function value cannot

be found. For the remaining graphs, it is clear that GSMVO

is superior to all other algorithms in the optimization process.

Generally, the convergence graph shows the superiority and

high performance of GSMVO. GSA, FPA, PSO, CS and other

algorithms have encountered premature convergence in the

later stage. Other algorithms, such as the traditional MVO,

the update of population is slow and mutation occurs occa-

sionally. The shape of convergence curve is ladderlike rather

than a rising smooth curve. But GSMVO can completely

overcome these problems, it is shown in the figure that the

convergence curve is almost perfect, which also proves that

the application of GSA operator for global search strategy is

successful.

It can be seen from the curve of convergence in Fig. 6 that

GSMVO converges completely after about 50∼100 iterations

in each figure. By contrast, the convergence rate is faster than

ALO, DA, FPA, PSO, and CS.

The (k) in Fig. 6 is 8 kinds of algorithm independent

running 50 times the best fitness value variance analysis

contrast figure. Known from the Fig. 6, in the two kinds

of image segmentation function, the stability of GSMVO

optimization accuracy is superior to the rest of algorithms.

In 50 separate runs, GSMVO can find the optimal fitness

value of the theoretical optimal value or the value close to

the theoretical optimal value every time, 50 times are very

stable. ALO algorithm always is better than other algorithm

in addition to the hybrid algorithm. The overall fluctuation

ratio of GSA and FPA algorithms is large and CS algorithm is

small, but the optimal value found by them deviates from the

optimal value greatly and falls into the local optimal value.
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TABLE 17. Optimal solution for GSMVO under Otsu.

MVO and DA algorithm with less fluctuation, but both of

them have some outliers.

To sum up, GSMVO has higher optimization accuracy, bet-

ter robustness, and stability than the comparison algorithm.

Which proves the effectiveness and superiority

of this algorithm and achieves the purpose of improving

the basic MVO algorithm.

(3) PSNR [55]. Namely, the peak signal to noise

ratio is an objective standard for image evaluation.

Represents the ratio between the maximum possible power

of a signal and the power of corrupting noise. The larger

the PSNR value, the better the segmentation effect. However,

it has certain limitations. Because the visual acuity of human

eyes is not absolute, it is possible that those with higher PSNR

may look worse than those with lower PSNR. It defined as

follows:

PSNR = 20 log(
255

RMSE
)(dB) (28)

where RMSE is the mean square error between the original

image and the processed image

RMSE =

√√√√√
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(I (i, j) − Î (i, j))2

MN
(29)

where I (i, j) and Î (i, j) represent the original image and the

segmented image with sizeM × N respectively.

SSIM [56]. Finds the similarity between segmented image

and uncompressed or distortion-free image. An index to mea-

sure the structural similarity of two images, if the value is

close to 1, then the image segmentation effect is better. The

mathematical model of the SSIM is defined as follows:

SSIM (I , Î ) =
(2µIµÎ + c1)(2σIσÎ + c2)

(µ2
I + µ2

Î
+ c1)(σ

2
I + σ 2

Î
+ c2)

(30)

where µI is the estimation of the original image based

on average grayscale brightness measurement. µ
Î
is the

estimation of brightness measurement based on average

grayscale of the segmented images. σI and σÎ represent the

standard deviations of image I and image Î , respectively.

Both c1 and c2 are constants.

FSIM [57]. Feature similarity index, which is another

method to evaluate feature similarity after SSIM. Defines

the quality score which reflects the significance of a local

structure. The basic concept is to measure image qual-

ity by evaluating feature similarity between original image

and segmented image. It is given by:

FSIM =

∑
x∈� SL (x)× PCm (x)∑

x∈� PCm (x)
(31)
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TABLE 18. The main symbols involved in the paper.

where � is the pixel field of the entire image, SL (x) rep-

resents the similarity value and PCm (x) denotes the phase

consistency measure.

PCm (x) = max (PC1 (x) ,PC2 (x)) (32)

The PC1 (x) and the PC2 (x) are the phase consistency of two

regions.

SL (x) = [SPC (x)]
α · [SG (x)]

β (33)

where

SPC (x) =
2PC1 (x)× PC2 (x)+ T1

PC2
1 (x)× PC2

2 (x)+ T1
(34)

SG (x) =
2G1 (x)× G2 (x)+ T2

G2
1 (x)× G2

2 (x)+ T2
(35)

Then, SPC (x) is the similarity measure of phase con-

sistency, SG (x) represents the gradient magnitude of two

regions G1 (x) and G2 (x), and α, β,T1 and T2 are all

constants.

Table 8 and 9 show PSNR values, table 10 and 11 show

SSIM values, and tables 12 and 13 show FSIM values. It can

be seen from table 8 and 9 that PSNR has a higher value at

high threshold, which indicates good segmentation quality

of the output image. Due to the accurate search capability

of GSMVO, the obtained PSNR values are generally better

than other algorithms, especially at the high threshold level.
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In order to observe the superiority of GSMVO more clearly,

the PSNR values of each test picture are integrated and made

into a line graph, as shown in Fig. 9 and 10. In order to

facilitate observation, the data based on GSMVO algorithm

is selected with green and bold. So as to the FSIM and SSIM,

Fig. 11–14 are also obviously show that the evaluation value

corresponding to GSMVO is above other algorithms. The

results show that the algorithm has good image segmentation

performance.

(4) Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test [58], [59]. In order to

further verify the performance of the improved algo-

rithm, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test was adopted. Statisti-

cal analysis was conducted under the condition of 5%

significance level. The fitness function value of GSMVO

algorithm with K=12 is compared with other seven algo-

rithms including traditional MVO algorithm. All algorithms

run the same 30 times.We generally believe that if p<0.05 (or

h=1), this can be considered sufficient evidence against the

null hypothesis. If the performance of GSMVO is better than

that of other algorithms, and there is a significant difference

between algorithms, then ‘‘+’’ is used to mark after 0.05.

Less significant difference is not marked. Similar to other

algorithms, the actual value is given.

The Wilcoxon test results evaluated by p value are shown

in table 14 and 15, and p value is statistically significant in all

cases. With Kapur entropy as the test function, it can be seen

that four out of the seventy cases (10 images and 7 algorithms)

show poor results. Under the condition of Otsu as the test

function, the overall test results are satisfied. Only three out

of the seventy cases are poor. These results suggest that there

are significant differences between GSMVO algorithm and

other seventy algorithms. In particular, compared with tradi-

tional MVO algorithm, there is no flawed result in both test

functions, which indicates that there is a great improvement.

To sum up, GSMVO has made significant improvement

on the basis of MVO. Compared with the same other

meta-heuristic algorithms, GSMVO has better performance,

accuracy and convergence in multithreshold color image seg-

mentation. It can serve as a useful alternative in multi-level

image thresholding segmentation.

VII. CONCLUSION

Color image segmentation problem based on multilevel

threshold is studied in this paper. With the increase of

the threshold value number, the computational complex-

ity of multilevel threshold value multiplied and search

space complexity increased exponentially. Therefore, in order

to solve above problem, an improved GSMVO algorithm

was adopted. Two image segmentation functions, Kapur’s

entropy and Otsu, are selected to evaluate the performance

of improved algorithm. The multithreshold performance of

algorithm is tested by 10 images of BSD500. The segmenta-

tion results are analyzed in terms of the algorithm execution

time, the average value of fitness function values, PSNR,

SSIM, FSIM indices, andWilcoxon test. Experimental results

show that GSMVO has universality and better robustness

compared with the other seven algorithms. The multilevel

threshold segmentation method based on GSMVO has a good

application prospect. In the future work, a simpler and more

efficient MVO algorithm will be found, for example, by com-

bining with other algorithms and applying it to practical engi-

neering optimization problems such as pattern recognition

and computer vision.
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